CCIE Voice/Collaboration Integrated Training
Program,Course Fee,Job Guarantee Course
CCIE or Cisco Certified Internetworking Experts are professionals certified by Cisco, in
implementing and designing network technology infrastructure. These certifications assure that
each individual that has received this credential is well versed in the use of these solutions for
the benefit of industry use. Among various certification tracks that have been made available to
the professional, three of them garner the most attention, namely:
1. CCIE Routing & Switching i.e. CCIE R&S
2. CCIE Security
3. CCIE Voice/Collaboration

CCIE Voice/Collaboration Integrated Training Program
CCIE Collaboration Integrated Program comprises of essential contents like CCNA R&S, CCNA
Collaboration, CCNP Collaboration & CCIE Collaboration. These paths ensure that the
candidate is completely trained and developed in the knowledge of VOIP and video service
infrastructure. CCNA R&S aids in clearing basic networking concepts, while the rest of the track
aid in developing critical concepts of collaboration technology and solutions that has being
availed by Cisco time to time.

CCIE COLLABORATION TRACK DETAILS
Like other CCIE certifications, CCIE Collaborations is concerned with the development of
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complex collaboration solutions to manage and provide voice, video, IM and other services in
deploying collaborative solutions at hand. These solutions in turn aid increasing productivity and
providing the seamless user experience.

CCIE COLLABORATION EXAM DETAILS
Like all other CCIE certification exams CCIE Collaborations requires the candidate to appear for
two separate exams:
A 2-hour closed book written exam with 90-100 questions.
An eight-hour lab exam, that tests the candidate’s knowledge to design, implement
VOIP and video service infrastructure.

WHY TRAIN WITH NETWORKERS GURU
Networkers Guru takes special care in training the candidates to face real life situations and
problems in the technical infrastructure. Having certified professionals in the room guarantees
that candidates are given the best possible attention and knowledge.
CCIE Collaboration certified professionals are expected to be well versed in their knowledge of
VOIP and video enterprise solution provided by Cisco. Their knowledge and expertise over
various hardware and software solution can come in very handy for candidates.
Read Also: CCIE Security Integrated Training Program, Course Fee, Exam, Job Placement Course

Networkers Guru takes into consideration all the essential requirements that are necessary for a
candidates CCIE preparation, hence they have devised the courses structure and the fees
accordingly to suit the need of the aspirant, A few of key features have been listed below 2/4

Course Structure:

Keeping in mind the need of the aspirants, Networkers Guru has categorized courses into three
categories subject to course duration.
The Fees structure have been arranged as per the course option selected.

OPTIONS

REGULAR

FAST TRACK

WEEKENDS

Course Duration

10-12 Month

5 Month

40-45 Weeken

Course Fee

INR 1,85,000

INR 2,00,000

INR 1,85,00

As listed, working professionals or students can enroll in the program as suitable to their
availability. This plan ensures that any category of aspirant can fit into a specific schedule as
per their need.
CCIE Collaboration Labs:

Networkers Guru owns the largest lab in the country with dedicated tracks, ensuring that each
and every individual can be availed latest devices and industrial equipment to gather as much
hands-on experience as possible.
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The institute maintains a 70:30 ratios for training, enabling candidates to spent 70% of their
time working on devices and another 30% with working with theoretical knowledge. This
ensures that each candidate has sufficient experience with all the devices available at hand for
practice.
Placement & Salary:

Networkers Guru has a well-established reputation in the industry due to the professionals that
have been trained in the industry by them. This ensures that every that enrolls in the institute is
industry ready on completion of the course.
The institute also incorporates soft skills training, personality development, and language
training as a part of their curriculum to help candidates deal with various stressful situations
that they might come across.

Mock Interviews are arranged for candidates to help deal with interview stress and be more
fluent in their interviews as and when they are required to attend them. Candidates being
trained from Networkers Guru successfully find a place among top technology companies.
An average salary of a fresher with CCIE Collaboration certificate ranges from 8L per annum to
around 30L per annum depending on the experience required in this field. Networkers Guru
assures that all deserved candidates land in lucrative job offers as they complete their track.
Its clearly evident from independent market researching bodies that Networkers Guru is the
Best CCIE Collaboration Integrated Training Institute in Gurgaon, Delhi NCR. Proven record
successful results and pass ratio of the CCIE certified solutions has grown the impetus of the
institute with time. Hence, as an aspiring candidate, Networkers Guru is your best training and
learning partner.
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